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Introduction
 
            Growth cones are extensions located on the tip of growing axons. One of the most fascinating aspects of the

 development of a central nervous system is the ability for these growth cones to navigate through extracellular elements

 to make appropriate synapses. Sheet-like and thin extensions that protrude from the growth cone, known respectively as

 lamellapodium and filopodia, seem to be able to sense the environment and aid in deliberate movements (NCBI, 2001).

 The growth cone is supported mainly by an actin and tubulin cytoskeleton. Rearrangements of these elements aid in the

 course of movement throughout embryonic tissues (Leong, 2001). Axons are long and thin neuronal components that

 extend to the growth cone and are supported by microtubules, made from polymerized tubulin dimer subunits.

 Microtubules are essential in neuronal growth and development because they provide structure to the neuron and are

 required for transport of important cellular components both to and from the growth cone (Leong, 2001) via kinesin and

 dynein, two microtubule-based motor proteins (Morris, 1993).

Previous research has suggested that environments that are not conducive to cell growth will induce growth cone

 collapse and neurite retraction due to instability and disintegration of tubulin (Leong, 2001). The purpose of this study

 was to observe the effects of mercuric chloride exposure to neuron axonal integrity in embryos of Gallus gallus (the

 domestic chicken). The objective of this study was to measure the difference, if any, of tubulin stability under the

 presence of mercuric chloride. This was done quantitatively by measuring the diameter of the axon before, during, and

 after mercuric chloride exposure. In this study, I tested the hypothesis that axon diameter would progressively decrease

 both during and after a short-term exposure to mercuric chloride.
Materials & Methods
 
Materials:
 
A list of all material and reagents used in this study can be found on page 1 of "Morris (2011a)" and page 1 of "Morris

 (2011b)".
Methods:
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Cell culture

Sympathetic neurons were dissected from 9-11 day old chicken embryos, broken up into 2-3 smaller pieces with a sharp

 scalpel, and grown on coverslips. A detailed explanation of how cells were cultured and treated can be found on pages

 2 through 5 of "Morris (2011a)".

Microscopy

All cells were viewed and imaged in the ICUC at Wheaton College in Norton, MA with a Nikon Eclipse E200 with

 phase optics imaged through Sony DFW-X700; 1.0x C-mount using BTV 6.061 on an iMac Mac OSX version 10.5.8.

 All images and video were viewed using a 40x objective lens. Measurements made from single images obtained from

 the video footage were done using the program ImageJ. Directions for how the measurements were taken using ImageJ

 can be found on page 2 of "Morris (2011d)".

Controls

Controls for this study were obtained by creating a flow chamber from unstained coverslips using dissected chick

 neurons that were incubated for 1-week. Directions for how the control procedure was performed can be found on

 pages 1 through 4 on "Morris (2011b)". The following time line was used for data collection using phase microscopy in

 the ICUC: First, one growth cone/axon structure was focused on using proper Koehler Illumination. Next, a clear

 picture of this structure was taken with a 40x objective. Next, a video was taken for 5 minutes. After 5 minutes had

 passed, 0.5 mls of growth medium were added by creating a flow chamber over a 2-minute period. Next, another

 picture was taken of the same growth cone. Immediately after the picture was taken, another 5-minutes of video was

 recorded. This was followed by one final picture of the same growth cone.

Mercuric chloride application

Neurons were exposed to mercuric chloride in this study via a flow chamber that was created from unstained coverslips

 using dissected chick neurons that were incubated for 1-week. Instructions for how to make a flow chamber can be

 found on pages 1 through 4 on "Morris (2011b)". In order to expose mercuric chloride to the neurons, a working

 solution was created with a final concentration of 100nM HgCl2 in HBSS (Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution). The

 following time line was used for data collection using phase microscopy in the ICUC: First, one growth cone/axon

 structure was focused on using proper Koehler Illumination. Next, a clear picture of this structure was taken with 40x

 objective. Next, a video was taken for 5 minutes. After 5 minutes had passed, 0.5 mls of the HgCl2 solution was added

 by creating a flow chamber over a 2-minute period. After 0.5 mL of the HgCl2 solution was added, a 30 minute video

 was recorded of the neuron as it was exposed to HgCl2. After 30 minutes had passed, 0.5 mls of growth medium were

 added by creating a flow chamber over a 2-minute period. The neurons were then allowed to bathe in the growth
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 medium for approximately 10 minutes before the final data was collected. After 10 minutes had passed, a picture

 followed by a 5-minute video, followed by yet another photo was recorded.

It is important to note that approximately 20 minutes into Hg exposure a fuse blew in the ICUC. This caused the

 temperature to drop from approximately 32o C to 22oC for the rest of the study, as the heater could no longer be used.

Measuring axon diameter

For research purposes the axon was defined as the single long, slender process extending from the growth cone that had

 a definitive and organized linear shape. As to not confuse the axon with filopodia protruding from the growth cone, the

 axon of interest must have been capable of spanning the length of the entire field of view when positioned in any

 manner on the microscope. For the control group, axon diameter was taken before and after the buffer change. A clear

 image was taken from the video before and after the buffer change by doing a screen shot. Using ImageJ, the diameter

 at 3 random locations along the axon at each image was taken. First the image was magnified by 300%, and then the

 “straight line” tool was used to measure the diameter of the axon. The axon, being a notably darker color than the

 background, was easily distinguishable. The axon’s diameter was measured from one area of sharp color contrast across

 to the other area of sharp color contrast. For the experimental group, axon diameter was taken before, during, and after

 the mercuric chloride exposure. A clear image was taken from the video before, during, and after the exposure by doing

 a screen shot. Using ImageJ, the diameter at 3 random locations along the axon at each image was taken. Measurements

 were taken in an identical manner for the control and experimental group. After 3 random diameters were taken for the

 before, during, and after mercuric chloride exposure images, the averages were then taken. It is important to note that

 the axon diameter was only taken at areas where a straight sharp color contrast was observed. Areas of the axon

 displaying a globular non-uniform appearance that were over two times the size of the normal axonal diameter were

 noted, but not used in calculating axon diameter.
Results
 

In order to determine whether mercuric chloride exposure had any effects on tubulin depolymerization the

 diameter of a single axon was measured before, during, and after HgCl2 exposure and was compared to a different

 control neuron. From the videos taken, it was evident that exposure to mercuric chloride resulted in an almost

 immediate collapse of growth cone followed by retraction and axonal degeneration. This was not observed in the

 control neuron, which was only exposed to a buffer change. Figures 1 and 2 show images taken from the control and

 experiment conditions, respectively.
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Figure 1: Control images of cultured nerve growth cones from Gallus gallus neurons before (A) and after (B) a buffer change was performed. Note
 that there is no significant difference in axon diamter between image A and image B.
 

Figure 2: Images of cultured nerve growth cones from Gallus gallus neurons before (A), during (B) and 10 minutes after (C) a 30-minute exposure
 to mercury. Note the decrease in axon diameter that occurs between images A, B, and C.
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In comparing results seen in Figures 1 and 2, it is evident that growth cone morphology and axon diameter were

 more significantly altered when exposed to HgCl2 as compared with the control. Almost immediately after HgCl2

 exposure growth cone retraction was observed followed by a decrease in axon diameter. As retraction occurred, large

 globular masses were also observed to travel retrogradely down the axon.

In order to quantify these observations, the average diameter of each axon was calculated using the procedure

 previously mentioned. Next, a percent of maximum graph was constructed. The average axon diameter for each neuron

 prior to HgCl2 exposure in the experimental condition, and prior to a buffer change in the control condition started at

 100%. The results obtained are illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: In the control group, axon diameter dropped from 6.007 to 5.6 pixels after a buffer change was performed, which is equivalent to a 6.88%
 decrease in diameter size. The “Before” time point was measured prior to buffer change, and the “After” time point was measured after the buffer
 change. In the experimental group, axon diameter was taken before HgCl2 exposure (“Before”), approximately 2 minutes into exposure (“During”),
 and approximately 10 minutes after a 30-minute exposure. The experimental group’s axon diameter decreased from 10.933 to 4.155 pixels, a total
 of a 62% decrease after a 30-minute exposure. Note that only 1 neuron was observed for the control and a separate single neuron was observed for
 the experimental conditions. However, the average diameter was calculated by using 3 random positions on each axon.
 

In the control group, which received no HgCl2 exposure, the diameter of the axon was not significantly altered.

 However, Figure 3 suggests a significant change occurred in the experimental condition.
Discussion
 
            Results obtained supported the original hypothesis. Upon initial exposure to mercury, the diameter of the neuron

 axon began to decrease. After the 30-minute exposure, the axon continued decreasing in diameter significantly as large

 bulky cellular components, known as varicosities (Morris, 2011), were transported down the axon.

            Because this study only looked at axon diameters in 2 neurons, there is no conclusive evidence supporting

 mercuric chloride as a potent toxin responsible for microtubule disintegration in axons. However, if this experiment
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 was done repeatedly taking diameter calculations from a larger population of neurons and similar results were obtained,

 more convincing conclusions could be drawn. Previous scientific research, as well as the limited data collected in this

 study, suggest mercuric chloride may be a toxin capable of destroying the tubulin dimer subunits that compose the

 microtubule structure of the axon. Microtubules, the largest-diameter fibers (25nm), are cylindrical structures composed

 from 13 protofilaments. The protofilaments are arranged in linear fashion via alpha and beta tubulin subunits.

 Therefore, a single tubulin molecule consists of one alpha and one beta subunit (Kandel, 2000). Mercury is a dangerous

 neurotoxin because it can bind to sulfhydryl groups on a tubulin monomer. This binding inhibits tubulin assembly, and

 at high level of exposure may even induce disassembly (Chang, 1995) – which seemed to be the biological mechanism

 contributing to results seen in this study.

            As stated before, some modifications may be made to this study to further establish comprehensive evidence to

 support, or reject, the initial hypothesis. The axon diameters of a large population of neurons should be measured in

 both the control and experimental groups. In addition, a better set of control data could be collected by letting the

 neurons sit in HBSS for 30-minutes after the initial buffer change, and then by performing another 2 minute buffer

 change. This would help establish any effect that two buffer changes as well as letting the cells sit in solution for 30

 minutes may have.

Further research could be done in order to determine the final fate of the growth cone and axon – is the neuron capable

 of returning to its “normal” state after mercury has been removed for an extended period of time? Or, is death the

 neurons ultimate fate? Although no new conclusive evidence can be presented in this report, data collected has

 suggested that developing embryonic neurons exposed to mercuric chloride may be significantly effected in terms of

 overall cytoskeletal stability. It would be interesting to study whether or not developing embryonic neurons are more

 sensitive and vulnerable to the potential neurodegenerative behavior induced by mercury exposure when compared to

 mature neurons of the central nervous system.
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